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There is a substantial literature on variational principles and esti-

mates for eigenvalues of selfadjoint transformations in inner product

spaces, most of which depends upon the fact that the associated quad-

ratic forms are real and that the real numbers are totally ordered.

Here we show that by using a partial ordering in the complex num-

bers, defined by means of a complex cone, variational principles and

estimates can be obtained for certain classes of normal transforma-

tions.

We will assume in what follows that 3£ is a finite-dimensional inner

product space over the complex numbers, with (-, ■) denoting the

inner product, and that N is a normal transformation in Ï, i.e.

NN*=N*N. The extensions of the results below to an infinite-

dimensional Hubert space are straightforward. We will assume that

N has eigenvalues Xi, X«, • • • , Xj (with ReXi+i^ReX<) counting

multiplicity, and associated orthogonal eigenvectors Wi. Then N can

be written as N = T^X./?,-, with E< the orthogonal projection on the

span of Wi. Let pi, p2, • • • , pk (with Re pi+i ^ Re p{) he the eigen-

values, not counting multiplicity. We will assume that

max 2 | arg(pi — p¡) | íj¡ 6 < ir.
i<¡

This would be the case, for example, if N had the form A+B, with

A selfadjoint, and the norm of B was less than the gap between suc-

cessive simple eigenvalues of A. Denoting the complex numbers by

C, we let C = Ce be the cone {aCC\ |arga| ^0/2} with OCC. If

a and ß are complex numbers, we write a^e ß if and only if ß—aCCe.

Clearly, the relation ^s partially orders C. The expression [a, ß]$

will denote the interval {y£C|o: —ey úe ß} and we denote by r,

the union of all the intervals [pi+i, Pi]$; that is, the maximal totally

ordered set containing the eigenvalues of N. If 5 is a set of complex

numbers and Se, eCE, an indexed collection of such sets, we make the

following definitions:

(1) max S ={aCS\(a + C)r\S = a},
(2) min S ={aCS\ (a-C)r\S = a},
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(3) max,6i 5e = max \JeSE S„

(4) mine£j! Se = min\JeeE Se,

where the set containing a alone is denoted by a.

Theorems 1, 2, and 3 below are analogues of the classical varia-

tional principles for eigenvalues associated with Poincaré, Rayleigh,

Ritz, Courant, Fischer, and others. If N is selfadjoint, in which case

0 = 0, the theorems reduce to the classical ones. In the sequel A^(x)

will denote (Ax, x)/(x, x).

Theorem 1. The eigenvalues of N can be characterized successively as

X„ =   max   N(x),        i = 1, 2, • • • , n — 1,
(i,w,)=0

the value Xn being assumed for an eigenvector wn.

Proof. The proof follows easily from the fact that the numerical

range of a normal transformation is the convex hull of its eigenvalues.

Theorem 1 suffers, as does the classical theorem, from the fact that

one ordinarily cannot determine the exact eigenvectors. However, it

readily provides information on the first and last eigenvalues.

Let 8„ denote a generic w-dimensional subspace of X.

Theorem 2. The eigenvalues of N are characterized by

(1) Xn = min  max N(x).
En-1    zJ-En-l

Proof. Denote the right-hand side of (1) by Mn and the numerical

range of N by W. First, if a£Xn — C, but ct^Xn, and S„_i is arbitrary,

then aÇjEmax N(x) for x -LS„_i. For Xi, X2, • • • , Xn will be in the cone

a + C, as will the convex hull Hn of {Xi, • ■ • , X„}. For any S„_i,

there is always an Xo in spjwi, • • -, w„}, the linear span of Wi, ■ ■ ■ ,wn,

such that Xo is also orthogonal to 8„_i. Thus Nix0)CHn, which means

a^max A^(x) for x -L8„_i. It follows that XnCMn.

If S„_i = sp {wi, ■ • ■ , Wn-i}, then for x J_8„_i, max A^x) =X„, so no

point in Xn + C, other than X„, can be in Mn. Let K be the complement

of (X„ + C)U(X„ — C). Suppose a is in the lower cone of K and on

the boundary of W. The intersection of the lower cone of K with the

boundary of W consists of an open segment Lx (possibly of zero

length) of the line L joining two eigenvalues X¡ and X*, with j<n<k.

Thus any number a on Li is the value of Niwk) for some wk in the

span of w¡ and wk. The subspace

Sp{wn, Wn+1, Wk-1, Wk, Wk+i  •   ■   ■  W¡}

is g¿_j for some £n_i and if E is the orthogonal projection on 8^_1(
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then ENE, restricted to £¿_i, is normal, with eigenvalues X„, Xn+i,

• • • , Xi_i, a, Xk+i, ■ ■ ■ , X¡. One then sees that the segment from X„

to a is in max Nix) for x -Lsn-i. Thus every point in IF and also in the

lower cone of K is in max Nix), x -LS„_i, for some subspace 8„_i. The

upper cone can be treated similarly and it follows that no interior

point of KC\ W can be in Mn. However, each segment of the boundary

of W makes an angle with the real axis not exceeding 0/2, so no point

of KC\ W is in Mn, and Mn consists of X„ alone.

Similar arguments yield the complementary max-min Theorem.

Theorem 3. The eigenvalues of N are characterized by

Xn = max minA(x).
Sn        x€gn

Other results for selfadjoint problems can be extended to the nor-

mal case and combined with the variational principle to give estimates

of eigenvalues. We describe two such results.

The first is the Krylov-Temple-Weinstein scheme (see [l, p. 9l],

and [3]) which for a normal transformation takes the following form:

Theorem 4. // zero is not an eigenvalues of N, then for any w¿¿0,

the sequence

iNk+1w, Nkw)

otk =-' k = 1, 2, • • • ,
(Nhw, Nkw)

converges to an eigenvalue Xj of N. Further, if

||jV*+lw||2

ek = -ii-Ti-ctkak,

\\Nkw\\2

then €k converges to zero and there is an eigenvalue of N within distance

(e*)1'2 of ak.2 If we assume that Re ¿u,->0 and \pi+i\ <\Pi\ for all i,

then for all sufficiently large K, the pie-shaped region (ak + C)

P\{a|  |«— ak\ — (e*)1'2} contains an eigenvalue.

Proof. Using the fact that Nk = S^*-E¿ it is easy to show that a*

converges to an eigenvalue; namely, the eigenvalue of largest mod-

ulus for which w has a nonzero projection on the corresponding

eigenspace. Similarly, one sees that ek—>0 as k—* œ.

Let X5¿0 be any vector and let

2 The referee has kindly pointed out that the enclosure of eigenvalues in discs is

orginally due to H. Wielandt (cf. [4, Chapter III] for this and other localization

theorems).
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(Ax, Ax)

where t; = (Ax, x)/(x, x).

If we assume there is no eigenvalue within (e)1'2 distance of 17, then

(2) (Ax — Tjx, Nx — •nx)/ix, x) > e.

However, the left-hand side of (2) is e by definition, yielding a contra-

diction. Thus there is an eigenvalue in the cone ak + C and one in the

disc of radius (e*)1'2 at ak. For large k these must be one and the same,

from which the last assertion of the theorem follows.

Next, we obtain analogues of Kato's [3] bounds on eigenvalues of

selfadjoint transformations. We further suppose, at this point, that

0<tt/3.

Lemma. Let w be a unit vector in ï and define

iNw, w) = t],        iNw, Nw) — r¡rj = e2.

Suppose ß is im and 77 ■— * ß. Then there is an eigenvalue of N in

iv - e2/iß -v) + C3e) H 08 - Ce).

Proof. If the assertion were false then there would be a point ££r

which was not in r\ — e2(/3 — r\)~x + Cu and such that [|, ß]e contained

no eigenvalue. Then for each X,-, (X, — £)(X,—ß) would be in de as

would ST-i (X< — £)(Xi—ß)iEiW, w) since (EiW, to)3:0. However,

the sum is equal to

||Aw||2 + £(w, Nw) - ßiNw, w) + £ß = ni} + e2 - (q - fa + ej3,

yielding

Hiv - ß) á2* m + e2 - ßn    or    v - e2/(ß - ij) ^3e Z,

contrary to hypothesis.

Theorem 5. Suppose that the spectrum of N in the interval [a, ß]w

consists of at most a simple eigenvalue. Let w be a unit vector and cal-

culate r¡ and e as above. If a^3e 17 — e2(/S — •=) x and rj + e2irj — a)-1 ^3» ß,

then the set

S = [a, ß]e H [ij - t2/ß -v,V + *2/ñ - ä]3e P> r

contains an eigenvalue of N.

Proof. This follows immediately from the lemma, applied to (A7', j3)

and ( — N, —a).
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